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  Oz Vehadar Levusha 
Home-Study Course for Women 

TEST# 35 

Chapter 6 (Q&R) 

 

 

Name: ……………………………    

Address:…………………………………..   

Phone:…………………….    Test due by:……………….. 

 

What is the halacha?  Please write Yes or No.  

 

_____1.  If a woman is kneading dough and visitors or lodgers are present, may she roll up 

her sleeves above the elbows (for personal hygiene purposes)? 

 

_____2.  If a woman is scrubbing her kitchen floor and no lodgers or visitors are in her home 

may she roll up her sleeves above the elbows? 

 

_____3.  May a woman or girl (at the age required to dress accordingly) in the privacy of her 

home wear a skirt that reveals less than a tefach of flesh above her knees? 

 

_____4.  May a woman or girl (at the age required to dress accordingly) walk around in the 

bedroom part of her home wearing a long house robe with her feet uncovered, (if she is not 

embarrassed to do so)? 

 

_____5.  If a woman is embarrassed to be seen by her children in the bedroom part of her 

home wearing a long house robe with her feet uncovered, may she walk around like this 

when her children are not home?  

 

_____6.  May a bracha be said when facing the feet and similar areas? 

 

_____7.  May a woman or girl (at the age required to dress properly) sleep in pajamas 

(according to the first opinion that Rabbi Falk, shlita, brings in the sefer)? 

 

8. Please place the following examples of wearing nightclothes under the correct headings 

below: 

a) a full-size nightgown that covers the lower sections of the legs and hangs loosely. 

b) a very see-through nightgown. 

c) nightgowns that are cut out to expose large areas of the body. 

d) nightclothes with two bright contrasting colors (half-yellow and half-red). 

e) nightgown over pajamas. 
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      REFINED                                                                            UNREFINED 

 

        ___     ___                                                                           ___      ___       ___ 



Find the most correct answer (answers below): 

 

9) From kimchis we learn ____. 

10) From Ruth we learn ____. 

11) “A person cannot be considered a ‘tznua’ unless he is refined when in the bathroom.”  

Gemara Brachos (62a) –  

 

Answers: 

A. Even when in a deserted part of the field she was careful to crouch while she picked 

the stalks and gathered fallen bundles.  This demonstrated her refined conduct even 

when out of the public eye. 

B. “That a person who is aware that Hashem Yisborach is Omnipresent-always 

conducts activities related to his body with of most modesty and refinement.” 

C. That she was always careful to cover both her body and hair with an alternative item 

before removing what she had worn until now, so that her hair and body would not 

be uncovered even for a short moment. 

  

B’hatzlacha! 
 

 

Please return test to:………………………………. 

 

Material for next test: Chapter 6(S,T,&U) 

 

Which will be given on:…………………………….. 

 

To participate in this month’s raffle, please check here. 

 

I took this test: with an open book    closed book  

 
 

 


